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What is The World Bank?
 An international organization owned by 188 member countries – its owners are
its clients. Purpose is to end extreme poverty and promote shared prosperity
in a sustainable manner.
 The world’s largest source of development finance and expertise. 60 years of
financing development projects. About USD 150 billion in loans outstanding in
about 80 countries.
 Largest shareholders are: US, Japan, China, Germany, UK and France;
about 10,000 staff in 130 offices – most are in the Washington, DC headquarters.
 International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD, called “World
Bank”) is rated AAA/Aaa based on its capital, reserves and prudent financial
policies.
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What We Support Today
IBRD Lending by Sector and Region
Distribution by Sector

Distribution by Region

(Average shares over FY11-FY15)

(IBRD Commitments in US$ Millions)
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Transportation
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Latin America and the Caribbean
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Africa

Water

28,000
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Country Partnership Framework
Projects follow the “World
Bank Project Cycle” within
the Country Partnership
Framework to:
•

Contribute to the twin
goals (end extreme
poverty and promote
shared prosperity);

•

Ensure social,
environmental and
governance (ESG)
aspects are covered;

•

Achieve expected
outcomes.
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The Green Bond Story
Developing the World Bank Green Bond
Green Fixed
Income
Investment?
Health

Green
Projects

Education

Nutrition

Challenges
Social

2007: Swedish &
Norwegian public
pension funds approach
the World Bank through
their bank (SEB)

1. Project Selection, Due
Diligence, Monitoring?
2. Project / Country Risk?
3. Liquidity Risk?
4. Financial terms?
5. Transparency?

Agriculture

?

Infrastructure

Environment
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The Green Bond Story
A Green Bond Market Emerges
Investor

Intermediaries

Issuers

Green Projects
in borrowing member countries

+ other Supranationals,
Agencies, Corporates, ABS, etc

Solution
1. World Bank Project Cycle
2. World Bank is AAA/Aaa
3. Bond is Tradable
4. Standard Return & Terms
5. Impact Reporting

Energy Efficiency

Wind Power

Transport Efficiency

Waste Management

Reforestation

Solar Power

Technologies to Reduce
GHG Emissions

Sustainable Forest
Management
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Specific

Green Bond “Process”
 Key elements of the World
Bank’s Green Bond Process

Green Projects
Supporting climate change mitigation
and adaptation across multiple sectors
in borrowing member countries

1. Defined eligibility criteria
(with a second opinion)
2. Established project selection process.

Energy Efficiency

Renewable Energy

Sustainable Transport

Waste Management

Agriculture & Land Use

Cross-Sector Activities

Water & Wastewater
Systems

Sustainable Forest
Management

3. Ring-fenced bond proceeds
(held in a separate account)
earmarked for eligible projects only
4. Reporting on projects supported
including the positive climate impact

Emphasis on Transparency
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Growth of the Green Bond Market
Annual Green Bond Issuance By Issuer Type
 World Bank
(IBRD) has
issued about
USD 8.5 billion
with over 100
green bond
transactions in
18 currencies

Source: Bloomberg, World Bank and other public sources
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Green Bonds

Potential
• Green bonds have raised awareness for
the need for private sector financing to
tackle the climate challenge
• More issuers, especially corporates can
sustain market growth, but retaining
integrity is key
• Help emerging market issuers understand
the product, its costs and benefits
• Work with issuers, investors,
intermediaries and market participants to
create more financial products that support
climate change programs
• Changing expectations in the fixed income
markets – investors asking for social and
environmental impact for all investments
© World Bank

Images: © The Clearing/World Bank
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Types of Projects
Supported by World Bank Green Bonds

Mitigation

Adaptation

 Solar and wind installations

 Protection against extreme events, such
as floods and droughts (including
reforestation and watershed management)

 Funding for technologies that result in
significant reductions in GHG emissions
 Rehabilitation of power plants and
transmission facilities to reduce GHG
emissions

 Greater efficiency in transportation,
including fuel switching and mass
transport

 Food security improvement and stressresilient crops (to slow down deforestation)
 Sustainable forest management and
avoided deforestation

 Waste management (methane emission
capture)
 Energy efficient building construction
 Reforestation and avoided deforestation
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Mexico

Forests and Climate Change
Green Bond Criteria: Adaptation and Mitigation
Purpose: to strengthen Mexico’s forest
management.
Expected Results include:
• 10% increase in areas under improved forest
management (equivalent to 1,635,000 additional
hectares).
• Support two pilot areas to reduce carbon
emissions from deforestation and forest
degradation.
• 4,000 forest communities benefited.
IBRD Loan Amount: US$350 million

Country Challenge
Mexico’s forests play a crucial role for the livelihood of the
rural communities and small private holders that own them.
They also provide essential ecological services, such as soil
and water conservation, carbon sequestration, and habitat
preservation. The National Forestry Commission (CONAFOR)
was established in 2001 to assist communities in a range of
thematic, community-based incentive programs, collectively
known as Pro-Arbol.
Project Description
The project supports the improvement of Mexico's incentive
programs for community forestry and forest-based
environmental services. It also aims to help the government
reduce net deforestation and forest degradation in selected
landscape.

© Laura E. Tlaiye/World Bank

For more information:
http://www.worldbank.org/projects/P123760/mexico-forests-climate-change-project?lang=en
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China

Integrated Forestry Development
Green Bond Criteria: Adaptation and Mitigation
Purpose: to increase forest cover.
Expected Results include:
• 93,000 hectares of multifunction forests
expanded.
• 10% increase in vegetative cover over 39,000
hectares in degraded forests rehabilitated.
• 216,000 farmers trained in forest management.
IBRD Loan Amount:
US$100 million

Country Challenge
Recognizing the important role of forests in supporting rural
livelihoods and environmental services, China has increased
its forest cover over the past two decades to 38% of the
country's territory. Climatic extremes will exacerbate the
impacts on vulnerable areas without protective forest and
vegetation cover leading to limited recharge of aquifers, winddamaged farmland and villages, greater siltation of reservoirs,
and ecosystem habitat loss.
Project Description
The project supports the development of additional forest
cover and shelter belts in areas prone to wind and/or water
erosion and in diversifying species and resilience in existing
forest plantations. Benefiting five provinces, the project is
expected to supplement the incomes of forest dependent rural
communities, reduce vulnerability to climate impacts.

© Wu Zhiyi/ World Bank

For more information:
http://www.worldbank.org/projects/P105872/integrated-forestry-development-project?lang=en
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Tunisia

Fourth Northwest Mountainous
and Forested Areas Development
Green Bond Criteria: Adaptation
Purpose: to promote better protection and
management of natural resources
Expected Results include:
• Reduced erosion and forest degradation.
• Build climate change awareness and disseminate
climate-appropriate practices to reinforce
livelihood and agro-system resilience.
• 318,000 people benefited.
IBRD Financing:
US$41.60 million

Development Challenge
Tunisia’s mountainous and forested areas of the Northwest
cover 1.2 million hectares and support watersheds supplying
75 percent of the water consumed in the country. It hosts half
of the forests remaining in Tunisia. Land pressure from
inadequate agriculture and livestock practices, naturally poor
soils, and heavy winter precipitation combine to make soil
erosion and forest degradation serious threats to these vital
natural resources. Climate change is adding pressure as
flash floods and drought exacerbate these problems.
Project Description
The project is designed to improve the socio-economic
conditions of rural populations in the Northwest region through
access to potable water, conservation of soil and water by
improving agriculture and pasture practices, and better
management of forest resources.

© World Bank
For more information:
http://www.worldbank.org/projects/P119140/4th-northwest-mountainous-forested-areas-development-project-pno4?lang=en
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Indonesia

Coral Reef Rehabilitation and Management
Green Bond Criteria: Adaptation
Purpose: to help Indonesia protect and sustainably
manage its unique coral ecosystems in several
selected districts and five provinces in the country.
Expected Results (include): Finance projects that
support preparation of zoning plans, application of
integrated coastal management, sustainable
fisheries management in selected fisheries
management areas and, piloting community rightsbased approach. Monitoring and evaluation of
project performance also evaluated.
IBRD Financing:
$47.38 million

Development Challenge
Sustainable management of coral reef resources, associated
eco-systems and bio-diversity for the welfare of the
communities in seven selected districts of five provinces in the
country.
Project Description
The project helps develop Conservation Areas where fishing
will be restricted while providing communities rights to other
areas for sustainable fishing and helps them develop income
generating activities that are compatible with healthy marine
ecosystems. It supports the government efforts in better
monitoring and management of its marine conservations
areas. Objectives include institutional strengthening for
decentralized coral reef management, development of
ecosystem-based resources management, strengthening
sustainable marine-based economy; and project
management, coordination and learning.

© World Bank

For more information:
http://www.worldbank.org/projects/P127813/coral-reef-rehabilitation-management-program-phase-iii?lang=en
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China

Hunan Forest Restoration and Development
Green Bond Criteria: Adaptation and Mitigation
Purpose: to increase resilience of forests.
Expected Results include:
• 58,900 hectares of ecological forest plantation
areas reforested and rehabilitated.
• 26,130 households would benefit from a range of
project activities, including improved nurseries,
training and technical support.
IBRD Loan Amount:
US$80 million

Country Challenge
China’s forestry sector was traditionally focused on the
extraction of timber for income generation. In 2008, the
Central-Southern parts of China suffered from an
exceptionally severe ice storm that affected around 22 million
hectares of forests and caused direct economic losses of
about US$9 billion. Hunan Province was one of the most
affected, with about 4.5 million hectares being partially or
totally destroyed. The destroyed forest areas were affected by
insect and fire calamities that transformed them into degraded
grasslands.
Project Description
This project promotes the reforestation and rehabilitation of
ice storm-damaged ecological forest plantation areas with
diversified local adapted species and long-term forest
management, which will contribute to significantly enhancing
the forest ecosystem resilience to natural disasters and
climate variability.

© World Bank

For more information:
http://www.worldbank.org/projects/P125021/hunan-forest-restoration-development-project?lang=en
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Russian Federation

Forest Fire Response
Green Bond Criteria: Adaptation and Mitigation
Purpose: to improve forest fire prevention and
management and to enhance sustainable forest
management.
Expected Results include:
• Improve forest fire detection and suppression
systems;
• Improve capabilities of fire brigades, and avoid
nearly 75.5 million tons of CO2eq over 25 years;
• Raise public awareness and education standards
in forestry issues in general.
IBRD Loan Amount:
US$40 million

Country Challenge
Russia, the largest country in the world, accounts for 20% of
the world's forests. There are 24,000 forest fires annually with
large areas ranging from 4 to 17 million hectares affected and
huge volumes of associated carbon emissions (1999 to 2003
data). The summer of 2010 saw a dramatic 33,500 fires
covering 2.3 million hectares causing massive smoke clouds
and pollution in large Central and Southern Russia, including
Moscow.
Project Description
This project seeks to improve forest fire prevention and
management, and enhance sustainable forest management,
and governance capacity. The investments it supports include
improvements in forest fire early detection and coordinated
response, improvements in forest regeneration and
restoration, new forest management information systems, and
technical assistance to address key institutional and
regulatory issues.

© Avialesookhrana/World Bank

For more information:
http://www.worldbank.org/projects/P123923/russia-forest-fire-response-project?lang=en
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For more information, contact us:
Internet:

Phone:
Fax:

http://treasury.worldbank.org/debtsecurities
http://treasury.worldbank.org/greenbonds
http://crinfo.worldbank.org
http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/climatechange
+1 202 477 2880
+1 202 477 8355

Email:

debtsecurities@worldbank.org

Address:

1225 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20433, USA

Pricing Sources
Bloomberg
Discount Notes

IBRD <Govt> <Go> or IBRD <Go>;
WBDN <Go>
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Acknowledgements
and Disclaimers
All photos, graphics and content © World Bank
• This presentation has been prepared by the World Bank (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, IBRD)
for information purposes only, and the IBRD makes no representation, warranty or assurance of any kind, express or
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the information contained herein.
• No Offer or Solicitation Regarding Securities. This presentation may include information relating to certain IBRD
securities. Any such information is provided only for general informational purposes and does not constitute an offer to sell
or a solicitation of an offer to buy any IBRD securities. All information relating to securities should be read in conjunction
with the appropriate prospectus and any applicable supplement and Final Terms thereto, including the description of the
risks with respect to an investment in such securities, which may be substantial and include the loss of principal. The
securities mentioned herein may not be eligible for sale in certain jurisdictions or to certain persons.
• Consult with Advisors. Investors considering purchasing an IBRD security should consult their own financial and legal
advisors for information about such security, the risks and investment considerations arising from an investment in such
security, the appropriate tools to analyze such investment, and the suitability of such investment to each investor's
particular circumstances.
• No Guarantee as to Financial Results. IBRD does not warrant, guarantee or make any representation or warranties
whatsoever, express or implied, or assumes any liability to investors regarding the financial results of the IBRD securities
described herein.
• Each recipient of this presentation is deemed to acknowledge that this presentation is a proprietary document of IBRD and
by receipt hereof agrees to treat it as confidential and not disclose it, or permit disclosure of it, to third parties without the
prior written consent of the IBRD. All content (including, without limitation, the graphics, icons, and overall appearance of
the presentation and its content) are the property of the IBRD. The IBRD does not waive any of its proprietary rights
therein including, but not limited to, copyrights, trademarks and other intellectual property rights.
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